Latour ([1988](#soca12846-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) argued that the discovery of the microbe changed the way the social was made: a human could now control the microbe instead of being blindly attacked by it; animals, people and fields became living media of the microbe and treated as such; and the hygienist movement took over health state powers.

What subjectivities, nonhumans, social and political powers are being produced by this new virus? The World Health Organization produced a list of myths about the virus.[^1] '5G mobile networks DO NOT spread COVID‐19'; 'coronavirus CANNOT be transmitted through mosquito bites'. But this list of denials confirms the power of mythological links. Mythologies are ways of dealing with events by producing new readings of something unexpected (Lévi‐Strauss [1955](#soca12846-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). These myths present an assemblage of Science and Technology Studies concerns.

The virus interacts with other non‐humans: '5G mobile networks DO NOT spread COVID‐19', the link between infection and information produces the myth where technology is not only 'viral' in its content but also through its materiality.

Animals become anti‐human: 'coronavirus CANNOT be transmitted through mosquito bites'. Mosquitos, and 5G, are turned into the myth of a bad mediator.

The symptoms of the virus become indiscernible to technologies: 'thermal scanners \[...\] cannot detect people who are infected but are not yet sick with fever', the semiotics of this virus turns machines into myth‐makers by producing asymptomatic subjects who escape scanning panopticism.

The gestures of territorialisation become also mythological: 'Exposing yourself to the sun or to temperatures higher than 25°C DOES NOT prevent the coronavirus disease', temperature becomes a 'natural' resource to fight something that has no 'artificial' killer.

The myth of 'impurity', of being tainted, made 'untouchable': 'Catching the new coronavirus DOES NOT mean you will have it for life', the myth makes the virus an event of a lifetime.

The control of the body as control of reality: 'Being able to hold your breath for 10 seconds or more without coughing or feeling discomfort DOES NOT mean you are free from the coronavirus', an important myth linked to a ritual of performance of symptoms and to the hermeneutical capability of reading bodies.

The use of food to prevent the unexpected: 'Drinking alcohol does not protect you against COVID‐19', 'there is no evidence \[...\] that eating garlic has protected people from the new coronavirus', the myth that certain foods produce a purification of the subject.

Science is a fertile terrain of myths. The technological capacity (5G and drones) to track and infect a distant subject, knowledge about the transmission of diseases by mosquitos or the microbial effects of food and temperature produce powerful stories. Myths are events that reveal important ways in which science is used in the narratives that we produce when the history of the present is made so unexpected.

[^1]: [https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel‐coronavirus‐2019/advice‐for‐public/myth‐busters](https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/myth-busters) (Accessed 10 April 2020).
